YOUR ONE SOLUTION FOR
THE HARMAN FAMILY

AKG
MICROPHONES, HEADPHONES

AMX
VIDEO SWITCHERS, NETWORKED AV ENCODERS AND DECODERS, COLLABORATION AND CONFERENCING SYSTEMS, DEVICE CONTROL SYSTEMS, AV MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

Digital Signal Processors, Audio Control

CROWN
POWER AMPLIFIERS

DBX
LOUDSPEAKER MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSORS, AUDIO CONTROL

JBL
LOUDSPEAKERS, PORTABLE PA SYSTEMS, COMMERCIAL AMPLIFIERS, COMMERCIAL MIXERS

LEXICON
AUDIO EFFECTS HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

Martin
STAGE LIGHTING FIXTURES, LIGHTING CONTROLLERS, ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS, ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING FIXTURES, LED VIDEO DISPLAY SYSTEMS

SOUNDCRAFT
MIXING CONSOLES, STAGEBOXES, RECORDING Interfaces, EFFECTS PROCESSORS

STUDER
MIXING CONSOLES, ROUTING AND I/O, WORKFLOW & AUDIO SOLUTIONS
ONE SOLUTION FOR ALL

From small, startup portable churches, freestanding chapels and large mass-metro campuses to synagogues, mosques, multipurpose spaces and more, HARMAN Professional Solutions delivers scalable, high-quality audio, video, lighting and control solutions to meet the unique needs of houses of worship around the world.
COMMON HARMAN APPLICATIONS IN RETAIL SPACES

Video Signal Distribution
Digital Signage
Audio Processing and Distribution

Loudspeakers and Sound Management
AV Asset Management
Architectural and Performance Lighting
ELEVATING THE WORSHIP EXPERIENCE

HARMAN Professional Solutions is the world’s largest professional audio, video, lighting, and control manufacturer. We are shaping the transformation of houses of worship through bold innovations that enable unique and engaging experiences that ensure your message is always heard.

AUDITORIUM
Reach Your Congregation
Houses of worship use audio, video, and lighting technology to better share their message with parishioners. HARMAN’s auditorium technology helps draw congregants in for a memorable and impactful experience.

CONTROL ROOM
Monitor and Manage
Audio, video, and lighting solutions can only make an impact when working properly, otherwise they distract from the experience. HARMAN AV management software works behind the scenes to ensure the technology is up and running when it’s needed.
LoBBY
Invite and Inform
Common areas are where parishioners fellowship together before and after a service. With HARMAN’s audio and lighting solutions, houses of worship can create a welcoming and inviting atmosphere while digital signage displays inform about upcoming events.

ExTERIOR
Create An Impactful First Impression
Architectural lighting and digital signage draw visitors in and create unique experiences that can set a house of worship apart, while background music sets the perfect mood. HARMAN solutions can help reach people before they walk in the door.

OveRview AReA, ClAssRooM, AnD yooTH sPACE
Make Lasting Connections
Small group classrooms and meeting spaces are where parishioners have the meaningful interactions that help them grow. HARMAN’s AV solutions help foster communication so congregants can share and learn.
Wherever you are, you can always contact us. We have dedicated team members ready and knowledgeable around the world who know our products inside-out.